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Perseus 

  

–  Danaë and Acrisius 

–  Acrisius, king of Argos, father of Danaë, had no sons 

– FEAR OF FATHER THAT HE WILL BE KILLED BY THE SON, 
eternal theme in Greek mythology 

–  Oracle about Danaë’s son that he would kill Acrisius 

–  Imprisonment of Danaë in brazen chamber 

–  Zeus as shower of gold lay with Danae 

–  Birth of Perseus 

– Acrisius refused to believe that Zeus was the father 

–  Danaë and Perseus put in chest and set adrift 

–  Arrival of the chest at the island of Seriphos and the fisherman 
Dictys (=net) rescued them. 

 



POLYDECTES 
–  Polydectes, brother of Dictys and king of Seriphos 

(name Polydectes, can be translated as “receiver of 
many” 

–  Desire for Danaë who refused Polydectes 

–  Banquet and Perseus’ ill-considered offer of the 
Gorgon’s head in boasting.  Leading men of the 
island had to present him with a gift of a horse.  
Perseus boasted that he could bring him the 
Gorgon’s head. 

– Polydectes eager to get Perseus out of the way took 
him at his word and ordered him to perform the 
task and bring Gorgon’s head. 

–  Aid promised by Hermes and Athena 

 

 



Advised by Athena, first stop at The Graeae 

Three daughters of Phorcys, the Graeae (or Graiai, “aged ones”)  

Graeae have knowledge of the location of the Three Nymphs, who had magic 

objects necessary for the hero to complete his task 

Graeae share one eye and one tooth between them which Perseus took and returned 

after the Graeae had told him the way to the Nymphs. 

A cap of invisibility, a pair of winged sandals, and bag, or kibisis  (from the 

Nymphs).  Hermes’ gift of the scimitar 

 

The three Gorgons 

At the edge of the world; usually North Africa 

One mortal Gorgon: Medusa 

The power to turn men to stone >Guided by Athena, Perseus only looked at the 

reflection of the Gorgon in his shield> he beheaded Medusa.  As she was beheaded> 

Birth of Chrysaor (“he of the golden sword”) and Pegasus, the winged horse from 

body of Medusa, pregnant by Poseidon.  

Hippocrene (“horse’s fountain”) on Mt. Helicon, where Pegasus’ hoof struck Mt. 

Helicon, home of the Muses 

Association with music and poetry 

Pindar’s Pythian Ode  12: description of Athena’s invention of the double-flute in 

imitation of the Gorgon’s lament for Medusa 

With cap of insisibility Perseus leaves the Gorgons unharmed. 

 



From Pindar Pythian Odes 10- 
account of Perseus 

 Not with ships nor on foot would you find the marvelous 
road to the assembly of the Hyperboreans.  Once did 
Prince Perseus feast among them when  he entered their 
palace…In their feasts continually and in their hymns 
Apollo especially takes delight…The Muse is always with 
them and is a part of their customs: everywhere are the 
maidens’ dances, the music of the lyres and of the deep-
sounding flutes.  They bind their hair with golden laurel-
wreaths, feasting with joy.  Neither disease nor wasting 
old age has any part in their holy nation.  Without labor, 
without battles, they live…Breathing courage, Danae’s 
son joined the company of blessed men, and Athena was 
his guide.  And he slew the Gorgon and came bearing 
the head with hair of writhing snakes, for the islanders a 
stony death. 



ANDROMEDA 

–  Early addition to Perseus’ legend 

–  Andromeda, daughter of King Cepheus and Queen Cassiepea 

–  Their kingdom placed in Ethiopia or the Levant 

–  Cassiepea’s hubris (boasted about being more beautiful than 
the Nereids) 

–  Poseidon’s sends a sea monster to ravage country 

–  Andromeda to be sacrificed to placate monster 

–  Perseus promises rescue, if he is allowed to marry Andromeda. 

– Perseus killed monster with Hermes’ scimitar 

–  Cepheus’ brother, Phineus, Andromeda’s former fiancé, and a 
band of armed men turned to stone 

–  Perses, son of Perseus and Andromeda 

  Perseus and Andromeda return to Seriphos 

 

 



Perseus killing the gorgon archaic-temple of 
Selinus- Archaic-from metope of a temple 

,sculptural relief- To the left stands Athena. 
Pegasus springs from the body of Medusa.  Gaze. 



Classical red-figured vase Perseus 
killing Medusa, Looks back toward 

Athena, his guide. 



Black-figured Archaic (6th century BC) vase from the Louvre 
Museum in Paris, depicting Perseus fleeing the Gorgons 

who are chasing him after the death of their sister. 

 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/ba/Dinos_Gorgon_Painter_Louvre_E874.jpg


– The Origin of the Libyan Snakes, the Atlas Range, and 
Coral 

–  Gorgon’s blood drips through the kibisis as Perseus 
flew upon land of Libya, producing poisonous snakes 
that infested Libyan desert 

–  Atlas (a giant) supporter of heavens refuses 
hospitality to Perseus and is turned to stone; the 
origin of the Atlas Range. A mountain range 

–  Head of Medusa laid upon leaves and branches; 
transformation to coral.   

 



Transformation of Medusa’s head- creation of Coral FROM OVID 
(ROMAN Poet, lived from 43 BC-17 AD) 

 From Ovid’s METAMORPHOSES (epic poem that treats the theme of 
TRANSFORMATION in mythology), book 4- 1st century AD 

 Perseus washed his hands, bloody from his victory over the 
monster, in the sea.  So that the hard sand should not damage the 
snake-bearing head, he made the ground soft with leaves and 
branches that grow beneath the sea’s surface, and on these he 
places the head of Medusa, daughter of Phorcys.  The branch that a 
few moments before had been fresh with living pith absorbed the 
monster’s power; and touched by the head, its leaves and stems 
took on a new hardness.  But the sea-nymphs tested the miraculous 
change on other branches and rejoiced to see the same thing 
happen.  Now coral still retains its same nature: it grows hard in 
contact with air, and what in the sea was flexible becomes stone out 
of the water. 
 



Polydectes and Perseus’ Return to 
Argos 

 
–  Polydectes and his followers turned to stone 
–  Dictys becomes king of Seriphos   
–  Return of magic objects 
–  Gorgon’s head, given to Athena, is placed on her shield. 

 
– The Death of Acrisius 
–  Acrisius’ flight to Larissa in Thessaly 
–  Perseus kills Acrisius with ill-aimed discus during athletic games 
–  Perseus returns to Tiryns; exchange of kingdoms with 

Megapenthes 
–  Perseus founds MYCENAE 
–  Hero cult 
–  Children of Perseus and Andromeda: kings of Mycenae 
–  Heracles and Eurystheus, descendants of PERSEUS 

 

 



Saga and Folktale 
 

-    Numerous folktale motifs 

– Magical conception of hero by princess and god 

–  Discovery of hero as a child by noise of his playing 

–  Evil king and good brother 

–  Rash promise of the hero 

–  Supernatural assistance 

–  Three old women with advice 

–  Monsters of terrible visage 

–  Vindication of hero and punishment of villain 

– OTHER MEANING OF THE MYTH: OVERCOMING 
YOUR FEAR, ADDRESSING FEARS AND MOVING ON.   

 

 



Perseus and Andromeda 1611 
WTEWAEL, Joachim 

Dutch painter - Oil on canvas, 180 x 150 cm 
Musée du Louvre, Paris 



Antonio Canava, Italian Sculptor 1757-1822 
Perseus with the head of Medusa 



Perseus and Andromeda 
1723- LEMOYNE, François 

French painter (b. 1688, Paris, d. 1737, Paris) 
Oil on canvas, 184 x 151 cm 
Wallace Collection, London 



Perseus on Pegasus Slaying Medusa (1922-25) Sargent - stairway of 
the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston. Here Perseus presents Medusa's 

head to Athena.  


